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Elephants and Donkeys

by Kathleen Klenetsky and Stephen Parsons

LaRouche advisers a number of times

for votes," spurred on by a swarm of

"because they have in my view one of

hissing flies.And,surprisingly, it can

the best private intelligence services

also speak.

in the world."
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The outraged Manatt issued a

keys this week on their odd comport

statement urging Reagan to end "this

ment, they responded that it was the

shocking, White House involvement
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implication

that
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degree of influence on the administra
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the source of their plight,that is,the

Soviet government newspaper Izves

infamous Dr. Kissinger,the ele-don

The mania of Manatt
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keys moaned that, although that Dr.

President Reagan to commit the na
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tion in March

His
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ons defense so feared by the Soviets.

"it is not our responsibility to take on
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Democratic national chairman and

Of mice and.
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boot when Mondale intervened to save

with the mad Dr. Henry Kissinger
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his skin.

would cause such social and economic

from Nevada to Arkansas. "We're

havoc that the biosphere itself would

quite concerned,you know.But we're

er Manatt sped to Pennsylvania March

begin to break down.Judging by some

very busy."
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strange sights and sounds emanating

An ele-donkey who chairs the GOP

from GOP circles in the nation's
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With this new lease on life,Bank

worth by endorsing a candidate for
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congressman, James Young, who is

heartland,it appears that a mutant spe

rotation for a moment to comment

facing stiff opposition from a candi
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craftily: "I think the President knows

date backed by Lyndon H.LaRouche,

taken

what he is doing.He is taking the en

Jr.

leadership.

over

the

entire
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emy into his own camp."

Earlier that week, Manatt had

The strain is a creature with the

When an RNC ele-donkey from

called on the Reagan administration to

bulk of the famous GOP elephant,but

South Dakota nodded in hearty agree
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...it acts like a jackass! And unlike
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and his organization. Manatt's de

either beast,it neither hees nor haws

asked him about Larry Pressler, the

5, the day after
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a mournful whine that occasionally
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formula
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mand came on March

for

destroying

NATO.

Republican in there to replace that no
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This enormous beast-provision

National Security Council's former
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senior director of International Eco
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as

nomic Policy, Norman Bailey, in
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which Bailey said he had met with
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good McGovern!"
"That's right," chimed in the herd,
they whirled off to yet another round
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